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Dear Friends, 

 

Will Better Pay & Perquisites Lead to Less C
 

In the wake of the Punjab National Bank

first one is that unless wages, perquisites and compensation are improved drastically in Public Sector 

Banks, incidents like these will continue to recur. The second argument, which the Chief Econom

Adviser Arvind Subramanian also endorsed, is that the only lasting solution to stop

endless cycle of frauds in PSBs is “privatise Public Sector banks, and let the Private Sector's better 

management, controls, ability to pay for superior t

perennial Public Sector Banks' problems of lack of skills, absence of proper accountability and cronyism.”

 

These are seductively logical arguments.

counter parts, Public Sector Bank Managers are vastly lower paid, particularly at the top, where the risks 

are far greater but the rewards starkly lower.

Non-performing Assets and report fewe

sector banks are markedly better at providing better service including quick s

 

This situation, in fact fits in with the general perception, particularly in the develop

causes of corruption. Augusto Lopez Carlos, director of the Global Indicators Group at the World Bank 

suggested in an article, the following strategies to combat corruption, especially in the less developed 

countries, where corruption is perceived to be more pervasive.

 

1. Pay civil servants well. If public sector wages are too low, employees may find themselves under 

pressure to supplement their incomes in 'unofficial ways'.

2. Create transparency and openness in Government spending.

3. Cut red tape, based on the high correlation between the i

bureaucratic red tape. 

4. Replace recessive and distorting subsidies with targeted cash transfers.

5. Establish international conventions to control cross

6. Deploy smart technology to deliver more e

 

You are all aware that India has adopted all these strategies with great vigour in recent times but 

whether that has actually led to a reduction in corruption is a different debat

himself admitted in the same article that 

incentives, accompanied by appropriately

more effective if it is also supported by efforts to 

behavoiur.” 
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Will Better Pay & Perquisites Lead to Less Corruption?

In the wake of the Punjab National Bank scam, some old arguments have once again resurfaced. The 

first one is that unless wages, perquisites and compensation are improved drastically in Public Sector 

Banks, incidents like these will continue to recur. The second argument, which the Chief Econom

Adviser Arvind Subramanian also endorsed, is that the only lasting solution to stop

endless cycle of frauds in PSBs is “privatise Public Sector banks, and let the Private Sector's better 

management, controls, ability to pay for superior talent and market driven efficiency deal with

perennial Public Sector Banks' problems of lack of skills, absence of proper accountability and cronyism.”

These are seductively logical arguments. After all, it is a fact that compared to their private sec

counter parts, Public Sector Bank Managers are vastly lower paid, particularly at the top, where the risks 

are far greater but the rewards starkly lower. And it is a fact that Public Sector Banks overall have lower 

performing Assets and report fewer frauds. The general public have an impression that private 

sector banks are markedly better at providing better service including quick sanction of loans than PSBs.

This situation, in fact fits in with the general perception, particularly in the developed world, on the root 

Augusto Lopez Carlos, director of the Global Indicators Group at the World Bank 

suggested in an article, the following strategies to combat corruption, especially in the less developed 

is perceived to be more pervasive. 

If public sector wages are too low, employees may find themselves under 

pressure to supplement their incomes in 'unofficial ways'. 

and openness in Government spending. 

based on the high correlation between the incidence of corruption and the 

and distorting subsidies with targeted cash transfers. 

Establish international conventions to control cross-border corruption. 

Deploy smart technology to deliver more e-governance. 

You are all aware that India has adopted all these strategies with great vigour in recent times but 

whether that has actually led to a reduction in corruption is a different debate. But Lopez Carlos has 

himself admitted in the same article that “an approach that focuses solely on changing the rules and 

appropriately harsh punishment for violation of the rules, is likely to be far 

lso supported by efforts to buttress the moral and ethical foundation of human 
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In fact, there is considerable evidence to suggest that corruption or corrupt behaviour is more a state of 

mind than anything else. Studies carried out in Ghana, Burkina Faso, South American countries, which in 

a bid to reduce corruption had paid their employees better salaries but it was found that rather than 

reducing corruption, the salary policy in these countries significantly increased the level of corruption. It 

was found that wage levels had little to do with corruption-the better paid and the worse paid were 

equally corrupt. But the establishments which had better audit and supervision mechanisms reported 

lower levels of corruption compared to those with laxer supervision and control. 

 

In the Indian context, it would be wrong to conclude that pay and perquisites would reduce corruption. 

It is a matter of record that the Private Sector Banks report fewer frauds than PSBs but they also account 

for much smaller market share of the business. It is a known fact that PSBs have more than 70% market 

share of the business. Relative to scale, the Private Sector Banks' frauds and NPA levels are not 

significantly different from PSBs. 

 

Hence, the votaries of privatisation of Public Sector Banks should note that privatisation is not a 

panacea. In fact, most bank failures in India have been in the private sector and co-operative banking 

sector. True, the Reserve Bank of India has not allowed PSBs to fail, forcing merger of failed private 

sector banks with PSBs in some cases, but here too the number of such forced mergers is lesser 

compared to private bank or co-operative bank failures. Instead of knee-jerk responses like pointing to 

pay disparities or ownership, the Government as well as the RBI need to urgently tighten scrutiny and 

oversight mechanisms in Public Sector Banks to prevent future Nirav Modi or Mehul Choksis from 

pulling off similar scams. 

 

But the Public Sector Bank Officers deserve a better salary and perquisites package taking into 

consideration the accountability, responsibility and transferability. Bank Officers have taken the mantle 

of implementing Government sponsored schemes like Jan Dhan Yojana, Pension Yojana, Direct credit to 

Bank account of their subsidies, employment generation programmes etc. Bank Officers have become 

virtually beasts of burden for which they are not getting adequate compensation. The jobs in the Public 

Sector Banks have lost their attraction because of poor pay and perquisite policy. Nevertheless, the Bank 

Officers have by and large remained honest and sincere and stand committed to the goals and 

objectives of the corporate office of the respective banks and are responsible for the exponential 

growth of the Public Sector Banks. This is reflected in the fact that Public Sector Banks have remained 

the favourite destination for the general public for all their financial dealings or transactions. But it is a 

sad story that in the aftermath of the PNB scam everybody is trying to paint the Bank Officers black 

alleging that the Bank Officers are corrupt, inefficient. The fact remains that the percentage of Officers 

indulging in corrupt practices or frauds or defalcations is only 1% of the entire Officers' community in 

the banking industry. 

 

The champions of privatisation of Public Sector Banks should know that privatisation is no panacea. 

 

We wish all our members and the members of their family the best of health, happiness and joy for all 

the time to come. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

(A N Krishnamurthy)                                                                                                                                   Bengaluru 

General Secretary                                                                                                                                       01.06.2018 
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*Strike - a Grand Success:  
Dear Comrades, 

 

The two days strike call (30
th

 & 31
st

 May, 2018) given by UFBU has been a great success.  Rallies & 

demonstrations saw excellent participation from serving employees as well as from retirees of Banking 

Industry.  We congratulate UFBU for well organising strike programmes & make it a grand success.  

 

We also congratulate CBROA Leaders & Members all over the country for whole heartedly participating 

in large numbers in all Strike programmes, Demonstrations, Dharnas & Rallies to make the strike a huge 

success.  We hope good sense will prevail over & IBA will call UFBU for meaningful dialogue shortly.  

While congratulating CBROA Members & Leaders once again, we appeal to all of you to participate in all 

future strike programmes of UFBU (if any) in good numbers. 

 

Thanking you, 

 

A N Krishna Murthy 

General Secretary  

C B R O A 

 

CBPRO news:  
 

*Letter to Convenor of UFBU on Pending Issues of Retirees & Call to Retirees to 

participate in Agitation Programmes of UFBU:   
 

Shri Sanjeev K Bandlish                                                                                                               Dated: 15.05.2018  

Convenor  

UFBU c/o SBI, LHO,  

Chandigarh 160017  

 

Dear Com. Bandlish,  

  

PENDING ISSUES OF RETIREES  

 

We appreciably refer to your circular dated 10.05.2018 proposing an agitation programme including 2 

days strike call on 30th and 31st May 2018. In this connection we pledge our wholehearted support to 

all your action programmes and assure our active participation in Dharnas, Rallies, and Demonstrations 

etc. to be conducted at different centres throughout the Country. We shall advise all our constituents to 

ensure large scale participation by the Retirees in your action programmes.  

 

We refer to our letter dated 05.04.2018 to you wherein we had also suggested a coordinated action plan 

including 2 days strike in the month of May 2018. We firmly believe that today’s serving employees shall 

be tomorrow’s Retirees. The trade unions in the Banking Industry believing in this philosophy have 

always been taking up the issues of Retirees with IBA and the impending charter of demands including 

the issues of retirees is a testimony to this effect. It is also pertinent to recollect that IBA and UFBU 

signed a RECORD NOTE at the time of signing of last Bipartite Settlement on 25th May 2015. We request 

you to effectively pursue with IBA the pending issues of Retirees as per the said record note and also 
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demand Medical facility for Retirees as available to serving employees. It would therefore be desirable 

that the pending issues of Retirees are also highlighted not only to IBA but also in all action programmes 

of UFBU. We request you to do the needful and advise all the constituents of UFBU in this regard.  

 

While looking forward for a favourable response, we once again pledge our wholehearted support to all 

the action programmes of UFBU.  

 

With regards  

 

A.Ramesh Babu & K.V.Acharya  

         Joint Conveners 

 

*Supreme Court Judgment on 100% DA Neutralisation: Cir 10/18 Dt. 16.05.2018 

Dear Comrades,  

 

Sub: Honourable Supreme Court Judgment regarding 100% DA Neutralisation.  

 

The long awaited Judgment in respect of the above has been ultimately pronounced today.  

 

With deep regret we have to convey to our members and to all those Pre-2002 Retirees that the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court allowed the appeal of United Bank of India management thereby denying the parity of 

DA to Pre-November 2002 Retirees vis-a-vis the Post November 2002 Retirees. Since the issues raised in 

the Civil Appeal/Review Petition filed by R Balakrishna Bhat, C R Chandrasekharan and T V Alwan of BOB, 

IOB & Canara Bank respectively were similar to that arising in United Bank of India case, these Civil 

Appeals/Review Petitions are dismissed in terms of Hon’ble Supreme Court judgment rendered in the 

case of United Bank of India today.  

 

We had lot of confidence to WIN this case after witnessing the final arguments by our advocates, but 

our hopes are dashed. We understand the pain of the members who are deprived of their well deserved 

entitlements. We whole heartedly empathise and sympathise with the aggrieved members.  

 

While assuring the members of our best efforts to explore other alternatives, we note to issue a detailed 

circular after studying and analysing the full judgment of the Hon’ble Supreme Court. We once again 

express our sincere concern and deep shock in the matter.  

 

Yours Comradely,  

 

A.Ramesh Babu & K.V.Acharya  

        Joint Conveners 

 
 

AIBOC News:  
 

*IBA Meeting on Medical Insurance on 16.05.2018: Cir 24/18 Dt. 17.05.2018 

 

The UFBU constituents had a meeting with IBA on 16.05.2018  on their invitation to discuss the Medical 

Insurance Scheme.  
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We pointed out various problems faced by Officers and retirees. We reiterated that our Officers should 

not be asked to go to TPA or Insurance Agency. They should have a Cashless Scheme which has to be 

paid by the bank. The Banks can have their arrangements if need be. We have demanded improvement 

in the scheme for serving Officers and retirees. Our demand is 100% reimbursement for self and family 

without ceiling.  

 

The IBA team appreciated our suggestions and accepted that in every bank there should be a nodal 

Officer upto Regional level to handle the claims.  

 

They assured to take up our suggestions. We will advice you of further developments.  

 

After the meeting UFBU met and discussed other issues and decided to mobilize everyone in all forms of 

agitation and make the strike 30th & 31st May 2018 a total success.  

 

Our Unity Long Live.  

 

Comradely yours  

 

(D.T.FRANCO)  

GENERAL SECRETARY 

 

CBROA News:           

 

*Members Meeting at Udupi on 01.05.2018:  
Our Udupi Unit had organised a meeting at our Court Road branch on 1st May, 2018. About 30 members 

had attended at a short notice.  While informing the members about various developments on our 

issues, General Secretary, informed that in the recently held CC meeting, decision was taken to hold XI 

Biennial Conference of CBROA at Mangalore on 1st & 2nd December, 2018. He requested Udupi unit 

members not only participate in large numbers but also to extend helping hands to Mangalore Unit for  

smooth   conduct of Conference.  

 

Mr. Yogeesh Bhat welcomed & Mr. B M Kamath, District Convenor presided.  

Mr. B V Pai, Deputy Gen Secretary, Mr. V K Prabhu, CC member, Mr.  Lakshmikanth Nayak, Asst Gen 

Secretary from Mangalore & Mr. D A Suresh, Regional Secretary, Bengaluru were also present in the 

meeting. Mr. B V PAI, in his speech, requested our Udupi Team to extend necessary Cooperation & 

Support to Team Mangalore. The members present were in one voice assured of their assistance to 

conduct the Mangalore Conference in a grand manner.  Mr. Maruthi Prabhu proposed Vote of Thanks.  

 

*Members meeting at Mangalore on 02.05.2018: 
Mr B R Kamath chaired the meeting. Mr A N Krishnamurthy, General Secretary and Mr D A Suresh 

Regional Secretary of Bangalore were present. 44 members attended the meeting.  

 

Mr B V Pai, DGS, informed that this meeting is significant because of ensuing biennial conference in 

Mangalore. He said Mr A N Krishnamurthy will formally announce the formation of reception committee 

and thereby give a beginning for biennial conference preparation. He sought whole hearted cooperation 
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by all members from Mangalore and Udupi as well all regions in conducting the biennial in a grand 

manner. He said the success of 2012 biennial at Mangalore had set a bench mark. This biennial should  

excel that, he said. 

 

Mr A N Krishnamurthy in his address explained in detail about all issues concerning retirees. The issues 

such as 100% Neutralisation of DA, family pension, insurance problems etc were dealt in detail by him. 

He also replied to all the issues raised by members. He explained about the Grievances Redressal 

meeting of CBROA with Management.  Mr D A Suresh explained in detail about the insurance related 

problems and the role of CBROA in solving the issues. Mr B R Kamath formally announced the members 

of various committees formed for Biennial conference. Mr K S Balachandra Rao, Retired General 

Manager was unanimously chosen as Chairman of Reception Committee. It was decided to hold formal  

meeting of the Reception Committee next Wednesday. 

 

*Arrangement in Progress for smooth & grand celebration XI Biennial 

Conference of CBROA at Mangalore: 
In the meeting held on 16.05.2018, Mr B R Kamath, who presided over the meeting, informed the 

members that Team Mangalore has fully swung into action for the smooth holding of Biennial.  He 

informed that the work on accommodation and other aspects is in progress. He read out the names of 

various committees formed and the duties of those committees. The coordinators for various 

committees and also the members of the committees were read out. Mr B V Pai DGS informed that 

many more members will be absorbed in the committees,  in the time to come. He said Mr K Y M Bhat, 

Mr G K S Upadhyaya, Mr K M Nayak and Mr K. K.  Kini from Udupi, Mr C B Prabhakar and Mr P M 

Shanbhag from Bangalore, Mr P. P.  Nayak, Mr Lawrence Pinto, Mrs. Mallika Alva and others will be 

accommodated in various committees.  

 

Mr V K Prabhu, who drafted Welcome letter for the Biennial, read out it and said it has been sent to 

Central Office for approval. The welcome letter was appreciated by everyone who had attended the 

meeting.  Mr B R Kamath praised Mr V K Prabhu for his efforts in drafting a wonderful welcome letter.  

 

Mr M R Bhat, Coordinator of Accommodation committee informed in detail the preparations done for 

booking/blocking hotels/Service apartments to accommodate about 900 delegates. He said further 

arrangements if needed, will be done depending upon demand. He said detailed list of hotels which are 

in the close proximity of venue will be made available to all regions soon. He also said arrangements also  

will be made for online booking.    

 

Mr K S Balachandra Rao, Reception Committee Chairman, requested all committees to meet separately 

and take decisions for carrying out their responsibility in a hassle free manner. He said the coordinators 

should keep the Organising committee / Reception Committee about the progress made from time to 

time.  He said, with proper coordination only, the Biennial Conference can be smoothly conducted. The  

meeting ended with members wishing Mr Sudhakar Mangalpady on his birth day. 

 

*Members Meeting at Bareilly: by Mr Vidhu Mohan, A G S 

A general members meeting of CBROA Bareilly was held at B/O Rajendra Nagar Bareilly 0n 2.5.18. The 

meeting started at 5.30 pm. It was chaired by Dist. President Mr. B. K. Kochar. Nearly 10 retirees were 

present in the meeting.  Mr. Vidhu Mohan, Asst. Gen. Sec. CBROA informed the members about the 

latest developments in and around Banking Industry. He highlighted the latest achievements in favour of 

the retirees and the future plans concerning the retirees. He also replied to the queries of the members. 
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Three new Life Members were enrolled. The meeting concluded with vote of Thanks proposed by Mr. 

Kochar. 

 

*Members Meeting at Aligarh:  

CBROA General Members' meeting of Aligarh & Hathras Districts was held yesterday on 08/05/2018 at 

B/o Aligarh Main at 5.30 pm. The meeting was chaired by Sri R C Gupta. More than 20 members 

attended the meeting. Mr. R C Gupta  welcomed the members in the meeting. 

The AGS, Mr. Vidhu Mohan, greeted and congratulated the members for their marvelous participation in 

the meeting held on 15/03/2018 which was well appreciated by our Central Leadership headed by none 

other than the President and the GS themselves. Minutes of the last meeting were read out and  

approved by the house. 

 

AGS, Mr Vidhu Mohan briefed the members of the CC Meeting proceedings which was held at Madurai 

on 22/04/2018. The members were informed about launching of CBROA website for which link is 

www.cbroa.co.in.  He requested the members to visit CBROA website for the latest updates.   AGS  

Vidhu Mohan also replied to the queries of the members on present status of Pension Updation, Wage 

revision, Mediclaim claim  status etc. The meeting concluded after observing 2 minute silence to mourn 

the sudden demise of our member, Mr. H C Pandey, Mr. Mukesh Varshney s/o our member Mr D K 

Varshney and wife of our member Mr. Lakhpat Singh.  
 

*Meeting of Members at Coimbatore:  
A meeting of our Members at Coimbatore and surrounding places was held at the Banquet Hall of Hotel 

City Tower at 10 am on 13.05.2018. More than 100 Members, out of which 5 were lady members, 

attended the meeting. Sri Veluswamy, former GM, Sri. Arumugam, DGM, Sri Thangavelu, DGM, Sri R 

Devaraju, DGM,  Sri  Balasubramanyam, DGM and Sri Kumar, DGM and a host of retired Executives were 

present in the Meeting. Sri J Vanagamudi, former Chairman, CBOA graced the occasion. 

Smt. Meena V, our Senior Member who has attained 75+ years of age was felicitated in the Meeting.  

 

Speaking on the occasion Sri E Sampathkumar, Vice President, explained the efforts made by CBROA to 

bring happiness and cheers to all the retirees of the Bank. We all should live happily with a positive bent 

of mind, he told. Sri B Y Kembhavi, Dy Treasurer, explained about the Welfare measures launched by 

CBROA. Sri Eshwar Murthy, Regional Secretary, CBOA addressed the gathering and assured all support 

and co-operation of CBOA in redressing the issues of pensioners / retirees at the local level. Our Bank 

has achieved great heights of glory on account of the contributions made by the seniors, who are 

friends, philosophers and guides for the present day youngsters. He wished CBROA all success. 

 

Sri A N Krishnamurthy, GS, explained in detail about the issues of pensioners/retirees and informed the 

house about the multi-pronged efforts made by us to resolve the issues. He deliberated on the issues 

related to IBA Health Insurance and settlement of claims by the TPA and how CBROA has been in 

constant touch with the TPA in resolving the claims without any delay or hassle. He also explained the 

efforts made by CBROA in getting a few charge sheets issued to the retired colleagues, either dropped 

or how effectively CBROA defended them leading to least or no punishment to the retired colleagues. 

CBROA will continue its campaign to redress the grievances of the pensioners/retirees of our Bank. He 

gave a call to strengthen CBROA by enrolling the retired Officers of our Bank as Members of our 

Association. He reminded the gathering about our target of hitting the magic figure of 10,000 by the 

time we go for the XI Biennial Conference at Mangalore to be held on 1st and 2nd of December,2018.  
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Sri K B Ballur, President, explained the efforts made by AIBPARC and CBPRO in resolving the issues, 

grievances of the pensioners/retirees of Banking Industry and how the campaign has resulted in settling 

the issues pertaining to anomalies of 7th Bipartite Settlement, Pension Option to CRS employees and 

addition of 5 years notional weightage to the service of specialist Officers for the purpose of pension 

etc. The campaign will continue relentlessly under the banner of AIBPARC/CBPRO to redress all the long 

pending issues of the pensioners. He wished all the members a happy, healthy life. 

Sri Periaswamy, senior leader presided over the Meeting. Sri K Doreswamy, Regional Secretary, 

Coimbatore introduced the newly enrolled 12 Members to the gathering. He assured to add more and 

more of retired colleagues as our Members and he wished that the 10,000th member should be from 

Coimbatore Region. Sri R Srinivasan, C.C Member, welcomed. Sri K Doreswamy, RS, proposed vote of 

thanks. 

 

*Meeting of Members at Palakkad:  
Our Palakkad Unit had organised a meeting of our members at our Palakkad Sulthanpet branch on 

13.05.2018 Afternoon. Our Senior Member, Mr. Vijayaraghavan presided over the meeting.  More than 

20 members attended the meeting. Mr. Sasidharan Pillai, CC Member welcomed.  Our VP, Mr. Sampath 

Kumar, AGS Mr. Ramadasan Nair, CC members Mr. Sasidharan Pillai & Mr. R Srinivasan addressed & 

stressed the need to strengthen CBROA. Mr. Kembhavi, Deputy Treasurer explained the Welfare  

activities of CBROA.  

 

General Secretary Mr. A N Krishna Murthy informed of the launching of CBROA Website, Decision of CC 

to hold our next General Body at Mangalore on 1st & 2nd December 2018 He also deliberated on 

various issues haunting retirees & informed the progress made in achieving demands.  Mr. Ballur, our 

President explained various steps initiated by CBROA, CBPRO & AIBPARC in pursuing our pending issues 

with Courts, IBA, Finance Ministry, etc. & expressed optimism that all our genuine demands will be 

realised at the earliest. Our Palakkad Regional Secretary, Mr. K Unnikrishnan proposed Vote of Thanks. 

 

*Meeting of Members at Shivamogga:  
Members meeting of Shivamogga Unit held on 17.05.2018 at Regional Office Premises. Mr V R Bailur & 

Mr K R Lingappa, senior members were on the Dias. Mr. Subba Rao welcomed the gathering.  Mr. G V 

Ramakrishna, C .C. member of CBROA addressed the members.  In his speech, he informed members 

about the matters discussed & decision taken at Central Committee meeting of CBROA held at Madurai 

on 22.4.2018. He also informed the members about the progress made / development taken place in 

respect of various demands /issues of Retirees / Pensioners.   He called upon the members to visit 

CBROA website which was launched on 22.4.2018 for the latest updates.  

 

Mr Bailur & Mr Lingappa addressed the gathering and appealed to members to participate in large 

numbers in the ensuing XI Biennial Conference to be held at Mangalore during 1st week of December, 

2018.   They also requested the members to contact non- members and persuade them to join CBROA 

so that CBROA can reach coveted figure of 10000 memberships before Mangalore Conference.  Meeting 

concluded with vote of thanks rendered by Mr Sreepad Hegde.  

 

*CBROA Members meeting of Dehradun unit: Mr S K Ghai, C .C member  

CBROA members meeting of Dehradun unit was held on 23rd May 18 at RO, Dehradun. Sri C P Giri, Ex 

GM was the chief guest. Sri P K Singh, AGM, RO, Dehradun who was the special guest addressed the 

members. In the meeting, all the important issues such as gratuity, IBA medical scheme, revision of 

pension, family pension, 100% DA neutralization etc were discussed. Sri Giri, who headed as GM of H R 
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Wing, HO, explained each issue in detail. The important gist of discussions held & decision taken in the 

recently held CC meeting of Madurai was informed to members by Mr S K Ghai. Mr Ghai also informed 

the members about launching of CBROA website & request members to visit website for the latest 

updates. In all 26 members attended the meeting. The meeting ended with vote of thanks rendered by  

Sri V K Kathuria, Ex OGS, CBOA.. 

 

*Kolkata Region Members Meeting: R N Mandal, RS 

A Regional level meeting of CBROA Kolkata was held on 22.5.2018 at our S B Road branch, Kolkata. 

About 30 members were present and participated in the discussion. The Highlights of CC Meeting held 

at Madurai was informed to members by Mr A R Rakshit, DGS. He also informed the members about the 

XI Biennial Conference to be held at Mangalore on 1st and 2nd December, 2018 and requested 

members to participate in large numbers. Members raised various queries about the strike called by 

UFBU and on issues relating to retirees/pensioners. Latest developments about the matters pending in 

various Courts were also discussed. Some members informed that their hospitalisation bills / domiciliary 

treatment bills were pending at Good Health.  Mr R N Mandal, RS assured them to take up the matter 

with Central Office for early settlement. Mr R N Mandal informed members to visit CBROA website for 

latest updates, which was launched on 22.4.18. This meeting was a great success with the active 

participation of all members present in homely atmosphere. 

 

*Vellore Unit Members meeting:  
A General Meeting of our CBROA, Vellore Unit was organised on 26.05.18 at R. O . VELLORE  Premises 

at 10.30 am. The Meeting was presided by Sri L M V Devakumar, Senior Member . The Meeting started 

with invocation song by V Sumathi, activist. Sri M Gnanasundaram, activist, welcomed the gathering 

including the Chief Guest and the new Member Smt R. Easwari. 

 

The Chief Guest Mr Sampath, Auditor &n Financial Consultant, explained about recent amendments in 

the I. T. Act and the benefits to Senior Citizens.  He also explained & informed how to file & importance 

of Filing of Return before July 31st, 2018. He answered the various queries of Members on investment.  

 

K Bhoopalan, Regional Secretary, explained about the various demands of the Pensioners and also 

about the discussions held at CC Meeting at Madurai on 22.04.2018. The minutes were thoroughly 

discussed in the Meeting. Also the following Resolutions passed in the CC Meet were discussed and 

explained to the participants. a) Requesting CBOA for extension of benefit of CBOA Benevolent Fund to 

the Members of CBROA. b) Creation of Legal Aid Fund with a view to support litigation pursued by a 

Member or embers or the Association itself. He informed about the Members about the launch of 

CBROA Website (URL:www.cbroa.co.in) by CBOA General Secretary Shri G V Manimaran . The Members 

were given information about CBROA XI Biennial Conference which is to be held on 1st and 2nd 

December at Mangalore and RS, requested them to participate in large numbers to make it a grand 

success. The Regional Secretary also explained about mission 10000 and sought the help of the 

Members in mobilising new Members to achieve the goal of 10000 members before the Biennial 

Conference. 

 

Sri K. Elangovan, retired Senior Manager has spoken about the following achievements of CBROA: 

a) One more Pension option to CRS Employees. b) DA arrears arising out of difference in DA index 1684 

and 1616 for the 7th Bipartite Retirees. c) Notional Weightage of 5 years to the Specialised Officers. 

Also he spoke out Gratuity, NPA , Our Bank's Net Loss for March 2018 , Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) 

and recent Court Judgement on 100% DA  neutralisation.  
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Sri L M V Devakumar, who presided over, explained about human values and other principles to be 

followed for   solving the problems of our life & congratulated CBROA Leaders for orgnaising the 

meeting. . 

 

In the open session, the Members questions were answered by the Regional Secretary. It was decided in 

the Meeting by the Members to go for a picnic soon and requested the Regional Secretary to arrange for 

the same. The Meeting ended with Vote of thanks by Sumathi Madam.  

 

*AIBPARC Meeting at Aligarh: Mr Vidhu Mohan. AGS 

The first general body meeting of AIBPARC Aligarh Dist. was held on 27.05.2018 at Hotel Abha Regency. 

The meeting started with the welcome speech by the Secretary, Mr. Vidhu Mohan, Canara Bank. He 

read out the minutes of the maiden meeting convened on 14.02.2017 wherein the Executive body of 

AIBPARC Aligarh was formed. The minutes were approved by the house.  

 

The Vice President, Mr. D. S. Solanki, in his speech covered the reasons and purpose of formation of 

AIBPARC & CBPRO. He demanded that the enhanced Gratuity should be made payable w.e.f 01.01.2016. 

The pension Upgradation is a very burning and most important issue for the pensioners. The banks 

should pay Ex-gratia to pre-1986 retirees who are not getting pension on the lines of Bank of Baroda 

which is giving Rs. 8000/- pm to such retirees. Besides he touched on IBA Mediclaim policy in detail.  

On the occasion Mr. B. S. Vijay (Dena Bank), Mr. Rakesh Gupta (Central Bank) & Mr. K. K. Arora 

(Allahabad Bank) also presented their views in the meeting.  

 

The Secretary of AIBPARC Aligarh Unit, Mr. Vidhu Mohan, while replying to the queries of the members, 

informed the house that CBROA is taking legal opinions from experts and collecting relevant documents 

from IBA to file a suit in Madras High Court for pension updation. He, further informed that IBA, in 

pursuant to Supreme Court decision, has directed all member banks to extend pension option facility to 

all those officers who were penalised with CRS. As regards to 100% DA neutralisation for pre 2002 

retirees, he informed that AIBPARC along with the aggrieved retirees is going to file a revision petition in 

Supreme Court shortly.  

 

The president, Mr. R C Gupta (Canara Bank) while summing up the proceedings, proposed vote of thanks 

and announced the adjournment of the meeting. The compeering was beautifully done by Dr. D.K. 

Asthana (IOB) who not only managed the proceedings but also gave the meeting a laureate colour with 

his apt and suitable couplets. There were 73 members present in the meeting. 

 

*Gratuity Writ filed at Delhi High Court:  

Gratuity writ for giving effect of enhanced Gratuity of 20 lakhs from 01.01.2016, filed recently by Mr 

Kamal Kumar kalia (IOB) & 22 others was admitted in the High Court of Delhi. The respondents in the 

case are Union Government of India, Labour Ministry, and Finance Ministry, IBA, RBI, LIC of India & 

various Bank managements totaling 17 in number. The progress made in the case will be informed from 

time to time.  

 

*CBROA Membership Position as on 31.05.2018: 

Number of New Members enrolled during May, 2018 104 

The serial number of the last member enrolled during May, 2018 8791 
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CANARA BANK News:   

Smt Bharathi PV, Executive Director, Canara Bank 

awarded with Aryabhata International Award 

recently at Ravindra KalaKshetra, Bengaluru. 

Canara Bank has received National Payment 

Excellence Award 2017. Mr Kallu Rao, General 

Manager of DBS Wing, HO, received the award 

from Dy Governor of RBI on 29.05.18 at Mumbai. 

 

*Canara Bank posts Rs 4,860cr loss in Q4 as NPA provisions jump 3-fold:  

New Delhi, May 11 () State-owned Canara Bank today reported a net loss of Rs 4,859.77 crore for the 

last quarter of 2017-18 due to increased provisioning for bad loans. The bank had clocked a net profit of 

Rs 214.18 crore in the corresponding January-March quarter of preceding fiscal 2016-17. 

 

The bank raised its provisioning for non-performing assets (NPAs) to Rs 8,762.57 crore during the 

January-March quarter, up by nearly 200 per cent per cent from Rs 2,924.08 crore in the same period of 

previous fiscal, as bad assets ballooned, according to a regulatory filing by the bank. 

 

For whole 2017-18, the bank suffered a net loss of Rs 4,222.24 crore compared with a net profit of Rs 

1,121.92 crore in the previous fiscal. Total income of the bank during the quarter ended March 2018 fell 

to Rs 11,555.11 crore from Rs 12,889.20 crore. In full year 2017-18, total income stood at Rs 48,194.94 

crore against Rs 48,942.04 crore in preceding year, the bank said. 

 

Asset-wise, there was fall in quality as gross non-performing assets (NPAs) rose to 11.84 per cent of 

gross advances by the end of March 2018 from 9.63 per cent by end-March 2017. In absolute value, the 

gross NPAs were at Rs 47,468.47 crore from Rs 34,202.04 crore.  

 

Net NPA ratio stood at 7.48 per cent (Rs 28,542.40 crore) from 6.33 per cent (Rs 21,648.98 crore). The 

NPA provisioning for the full year rose to Rs 14,882.70 crore from Rs 7,437.77 crore in 2016-17.  
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In view of fraud reported during the year in certain banks in respect of one gems and jewellery borrower 

group accounts, the bank has classified these accounts as non-performing asset and provided fully, 

Canara Bank said.  Additionally, on the NPA divergence for the year 2016-17, the bank said there was a 

gap of Rs 3,248.50 crore in gross NPAs with the bank reporting it to be Rs 34,202.04 crore and the 

Reserve Bank assessing it at Rs 37,450.54 crore.   

 

Net NPA divergence was of Rs 1,847.28 crore. The bank reported it to be Rs 21,648.98 crore and the RBI 

assessed it at Rs 23,496.26 crore. Thus there was a resultant divergence in provisioning to the tune of Rs 

1,401.22 crore in 2016-17.  However, taking the NPA divergence into account for 2016-17, the bank 

adjusted for a net loss of Rs 279.30 crore against its originally reported net profit of Rs 1,121.92 crore.  
(PTI | May 11, 2018, 17:47 IST) 

   

Photo Gallery   
 Udupi Meeting Photos : GS & DGS attended on   01.05.18

 
Udupi Meeting: DGS Mr B V Pai addressing.   Members at Udupi meeting on 01.05.2018 

 
Dehradun: Farewell meeting Retirees at RO on 3.5.18. Mr 

S K Ghai, CC memberaddressed the meeting  & had 

obtained L M Of all the 3 retirees.   

Farewell to April Retirees by CBOA at Delhi on 09.05.2018. 

All have joined to CBROA as Life Members. Kudos to Delhi 

Leaders.  
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Members at Bareilly meeting on 02.05.2018 AGS Mr Vidhu Mohan addressing Bareilly members.  

  
Audience at Mangalore meeting on 2.5.18 G S Mr Krishna Murthy addressing M’lore members 

  
Leaders at Coimbatore meeting on  13.5.18 Honouring Smt Meena, 75+ member at Coimbatore 
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Mr VS Bailur, Mr KR Lingappa & Ramakrishna GV (CC member) 

on Dias at Shivamogga meeting held on 17.05.2018. 

Gathering of members at Shivamogga meeting.  

  
Mangalore members wednesdaymeeting 16.05.2018  Mangalore: Discussion on Conference arrangement.  

  
Members of Dehradun - present in the meeting 23.5.18 Mr C P Giri, Rtd G M &  S K Ghai on dias at Dehradun 
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AGM of R O,Dehradun addressing Dehradun meeting.  Another glance of Dehradun members.  

  
AIBPARC, Aligarh Unit meeting Aligarh 27.05.18 Leaders-Aligarh AIBPARC unit: Secretary is Mr Vidhu Mohan 

  
Members meeting at Kolkata on 28.5.2018 Members interaction with Leaders at Kolkata 28.5.18 
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Gathering of members at Vellore meeting on 26.05.18 Leaders & guest on Dias at Vellore.  

 
Family Get together at Bhubaneswar which held recently organised by Mr Gopal Patta naik, DGS & S K khatuva, RS 

 

Other Banking News:   

 

*Vijay Mallya loses UK lawsuit over `14,000 cr in claims by lenders:  

Vijay Mallya lost a UK lawsuit filed by Indian banks seeking to collect more than 1.15 billion pounds 

($1.55 billion or over `10,000cr) amid allegations that he committed massive fraud. Judge Andrew 

Henshaw in London said the lenders, including IDBI Bank Ltd., can enforce an Indian court ruling that 

relates to allegations that Mallya willfully defaulted on about $1.4 billion in debt. Mr Henshaw also 

refused to overturn a worldwide order freezing Mallya’s assets. He refused permission to appeal ruling, 

meaning his attorneys will have to directly petition the Court of Appeal. Attorneys at law firm TLT in 

London, who are representing the lenders, said the ruling will allow them to enforce the underlying 

judgment by the Indian DRT immediately. (Mint dt.09.05.2018 p.7) 
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*Bank employees’ unions reject 2 per cent salary hike offer made by IBA, 

threatens strike: ( by: PTI | New Delhi | Updated: May 5, 2018 9:46 PM) 

Bank employees’ unions have rejected the 2 per cent salary hike offer made by Indian Banks Association 

(IBA) and threatened to go on strike to press their demand. Wage revision for Bank employees are due 

from November 1, 2017. The initial offer of the IBA was meagre 2 per cent, which was totally rejected by 

the constituents of the United Forum of Bank Unions, AIBOC General Secretary D T Franco said in a 

statement. UFBU comprises of 9 employees and officers union. 

 

In the meeting held today IBA’s unjust offer of 2 per cent was rejected by United Forum of Bank Unions, 

National Organisation of Bank Worker’s vice president Ashwani Rana said. In the last wage revision IBA 

provided an increment of 15 per cent. It has decided to send a detailed communication to the 

government immediately followed by a nationwide demonstration on 9th May, 2018, AIBOC said. It was 

also decided that unions will go for two-day strike if the government or IBA does not respond 

immediately, it said. 

 

*Wage row: Bank unions seek govt intervention, set May 12 deadline:  

Bank unions have sought the Finance Ministry’s intervention and set May 12 as the deadline to respond 

to their suggestions on wages and employee welfare after they rejected the IBA’s proposal for a 2% 

wage hike. In the last wage revision in 2012, bank employees got a 15% wage hike, which roughly cost 

banks about `83 billion. While at the end of the month, unions have proposed a two-day strike, they are 

also planning an indefinite strike if the government goes ahead with a 2% wage hike as proposed by the 

IBA. (BS dt.09.05.2018 p.10) 

 

*Bank unions threaten 2-day nation-wide strike from May 30: (BL 11.05.18) 

NEW DELHI, MAY 11: Employees of public sector banks have threatened to go on two-day nation-wide 

strike from May 30 against “a meagre” 2 per cent hike offered by the management body, Indian Banks’ 

Association (IBA). During the negotiations held on May 5, IBA made two unacceptable propositions 

including an offer of 2 per cent hike in the wage bill cost as on March 31, 2017, United Forum of Bank 

Unions (UFBU) said in a statement. Besides, it adamantly maintained that the negotiations on officer’s 

demands would be restricted up to Scale III only, AIBEA General Secretary CH Venkatachalam told PTI. 

In the last wage revision, IBA provided an increment of 15 per cent. 

 

UFBU is an umbrella body of nine unions, including All India Bank Officers’ Confederation (AIBOC), All 

India Bank Employees Association (AIBEA) and National Organisation of Bank Workers (NOBW). AIBOC 

joint general secretary Ravinder Gupta also questioned the rationale of this meagre hike at a time when 

inflation is uncontrolled. 

 

“When prices go up unabated, can wages be depressed? Is it fair to deny reasonable wage increase?” 

Gupta asked. 

 

NOBW Vice-President Ashwani Rana said unions also demanded that all scales or grades of officers 

should be included in the wage revision as has been the practice since 1979.  Unions also demanded 

that as advised by the government, the IBA should complete the process without further delay, Rana 

said. 
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*Big development in Nirav Modi case: CBI files charge sheet, names PNB ex 

chief, senior officials:  PTI | Updated: May 14, 2018 3:49 PM 

The CBI on Monday filed its first charge sheet in the country’s largest financial scam worth over Rs 2 

billion in Punjab National Bank by billionaire jeweller Nirav Modi, detailing the alleged role of the bank’s 

former chief Usha Ananthasubramanian, who is now Allahabad Bank CEO and MD, officials said.The 

charge sheet, filed in a special court in Mumbai, also names several other top officials of the bank. 

Ananthasubramanian was the MD and CEO of PNB from 2015 to 2017 and was questioned recently by 

the CBI in connection with the case. 

 

The agency has also named PNB executive directors K V Brahmaji Rao and Sanjiv Sharan, and general 

manager (international operations) Nehal Ahad in its charge sheet. The agency has detailed the roles of 

Nirav Modi, his brother Nishal Modi and Subhash Parab, an executive in Nirav Modi’s company, officials 

said. The board of Allahabad Bank has asked to take away all powers from CEO and MD of the bank, PTI 

reported citing Financial Services Secretary Rajiv Kumar. 

 

The board of scam-hit PNB also asked to divest two executive directors of all powers; PTI reported citing 

Financial Services Secretary Rajiv Kumar. The charge sheet basically deals with the first FIR registered in 

the case relating to the fraudulent issuance over Rs 6,000 crore of Letters of Undertaking to Diamond R 

US, Solar Exports and Stellar Diamonds. The agency has not given in detail the role of Mehul Choksi in 

the present charge sheet. It is likely to come up when the CBI files supplementary charge sheets in the 

case related to the probe of the Gitanjali group. 

 

The CBI has registered three separate FIRs in connection with the alleged fraud in the public sector bank 

by the companies of the nephew-uncle duo of Modi and Choksi. Both Modi and Choksi had left the 

country before PNB filed the complaint with the CBI. 

 

*Top slots fall vacant in 12 state-run banks:  
The Government is faced with the pressing task of filling top slots at nearly a dozen state-run banks 

which will see vacancies soon. While nearly eight banks would have vacancies at the helm shortly, four 

are currently headless. Senior officials from the banking circle said that this is first time that such a large 

number of vacancies at helm have been lying unfilled. This development should ideally force the 

Government to hasten the appointments as a failure would leave them more vulnerable as banks are 

saddled with bad loans and strict central bank regulations. Among other bank CEOs whose terms have 

ended are Mr Rakesh Sharma of Canara Bank, Mr Kishor Kharat of Indian Bank, Mr Melwyn Rego of 

Syndicate Bank, Mr PK Bajaj of United Bank of India and Mr RK Takkar of UCO Bank. There are 19 EDs 

eligible to fill the 12 vacancies for the CEO’s posts in different PSU banks. (ET dt.21.05.2018 p.12) 

 

*Senior SBI executives may be made chiefs of PSU Banks:  

The Centre is considering a proposal to reshuffle the top decks at large state-run banks such as PNB & 

BoI, wherein the CEOs at these lenders could be replaced among others by leading SBI executives, said 

three senior officials. “There is a thinking to replace the top slots at large PSU banks with senior 

executives of the SBI, India’s largest commercial bank that is said to have a pool of talented officers,” 

they said. BOB & Canara Bank are among the other lenders that may see top SBI executives moving into 

the corner offices. Mr Dinabandhu Mohapatra, CEO of the BoI, is tipped to join Allahabad Bank that is 

facing a crisis in the wake of the Nirav Modi Mehul Choksi scam. According to officials, one of the three 

MDs of the SBI would be asked to join BoI. (ET dt.22.05.2018 p.9) 
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*PNB staff, ex-CEO failed to prevent fraud, says CBI:  
India’s federal probe agency has alleged that key official at PNB, led by its then CEO Usha 

Ananthasubramanian, failed to initiate steps that could have prevented the $2 bn fraud at the lender 

after the banking watchdog had red flagged likely gaps in the systems controls. The CBI said its second 

charge sheet, that despite receiving central banks cautionary advice and circulars warning against the 

likely misuse of the swift system way back in August 2016, the bank officials did not act. Ironically, the 

fraud that the RBI warned all banks about in August 2016 dealt in parts with PNB’s Dubai branch 

extending buyer’s credit worth $6.36mn on two occasions against LoUs issued fraudulently by IOB, the 

CBI alleges. LoUs are at the centre of the biggest fraud in India’s banking history.(ET dt.22.05.2018 p.10) 

 

*Worst for PSBs over; ‘pain’ for couple of quarters okay, says Financial services 

Secretary Rajiv Kumar: PTI/Mumbai/Published/May, 23/2018/8.47pm 

A day after the State Bank of India reported a record loss, the government today said one or two 

quarters of “pain upfront is okay” when the lenders are cleaning up books, but the worst for state-run 

banks is over. Financial services secretary Rajiv Kumar said the government will provide capital support 

to public sector banks (PSBs) and not allow any one of them to default. “Banks books are getting cleaned 

up and NPAs are also being recognised in a transparent manner. In the process, even if there is a 

(higher) provisioning requirement or even if there is a loss for one or two quarters, it is okay… We are 

ready to take this,” Kumar told reporters on the sidelines of an event here. The worst, he said, is over. 

“Whenever you do the cleaning part, a bit of dust, a bit of pain upfront is okay. One or two quarters is 

not a problem. The future and the road map (for state-run banks) is only that worst is over and it is only 

the positive which can take place now,” he said. 

 

Most public sector banks reported losses in the quarter ended March 31 after making higher provisions 

for non-performing assets (NPA) or bad loans. State Bank of India, the country’s largest lender, 

yesterday reported a net loss of Rs 7,718 crore due to doubling in provisions for NPAs. SBI predicted 

earnings will start to improve this financial year, buoyed by loan recoveries under a revamped 

bankruptcy law. 

 

*Bank credit grows 12.64%, deposits at 7.61% : 
MUMBAI, MAY 24: Banks’ credit grew by 12.64 per cent year-on-year to ₹85,51,099 crore in the 

fortnight ended May 11, 2018, according to an RBI data. In the similar fortnight ended May 12, 2017, 

banks’ advances stood at ₹75,90,941 crore. 

 

In the previous fortnight ended April 27, 2018, bank credit had increased by 12.61 per cent 

to ₹85,38,570 crore, from ₹75,82,391 crore in the period ended April 28, 2017. 

 

Banks’ deposits grew by 7.61 per cent to ₹1,13,92,165 crore in the fortnight ended May 11, 2018, 

compared with ₹1,05,86,083 crore in the fortnight ended May 12, 2017, the data by Reserve Bank of 

India (RBI) showed.  

 

In the fortnight ended at April 27, 2018, deposits had grown by 8.20 per cent to ₹1,14,30,786 crore. 

In March this year, the non-food bank credit rose by 8.4 per cent, the same rate as in March 2017. 

Loans to agriculture and allied activities increased by 3.8 per cent in March 2018, against an increase of 

12.4 per cent in March 2017. 
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Advances to industry grew by 0.7 per cent in March 2018, compared with a contraction of 1.9 per cent 

in March 2017. (BL 24
th

 may, 2018) 

 

*Bank strike hits ATM services, salary withdrawals: (PTI/N Delhi/31.5.18/11.58 IST) 

Banking services were hit across the country for the second day on Thursday, as about 10 lakh bankers 

continued their strike to protest a “meagre” 2% salary hike offered by the Indian Banks Association (IBA) 

-- the banks’ management body.  

 

Thursday is the last day of the two-day strike being observed by the United Forum of Banking Unions 

(UFBU), an umbrella organisation consisting all nine unions of the banking sector. Banking operations 

are likely to become normal from Friday.  UFBU has claimed that the strike is “total success” as the 

employees have “enthusiastically participated in the strike in all banks and in all branches”. 

 

“All banking services were crippled as bank branches were closed. ATMs also dried up after few hours as 

currency chests were closed,” UFBU’s convener (Maharashtra) Devidas Tuljapurkar claimed. 

 

According to reports received by UFBU from various states and centers like Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, 

Chennai, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Ahmadabad, Jaipur, Patna, Nagpur, Jammu, Guwahati, Jamshedpur, 

Lucknow, Agra, Ambala, and Trivandrum, employees have enthusiastically participated in the strike in all 

banks and branches. There are about 85,000 branches of 21 public sector banks across the country, with 

a business share of about 70%.  Operations in the new-generation private banks like ICICI Bank, HDFC 

Bank, Axis Bank, however, were almost normal, barring few activities including cheque clearance. 

 

Nearly 10 lakh employees, working in various branches of 21 public sector banks, 13 old generation 

private sector banks, six foreign banks and 56 regional rural banks across the country went on a two-day 

strike yesterday as IBA offered them a nominal wage revision, All India Bank Employees Association 

(AIBEA), affiliate of UFBU had said in a statement. Since the strike coincides with the month-end, salary 

withdrawals from branches were said to be affected on Wednesday, and the situation is likely to remain 

same on Thursday, said sources in the banking sector and employees union. Operations like deposits, FD 

renewals, government treasury operations, money market operations are also being reportedly hit by 

the strike. 

 

In its last wage negotiation meeting held earlier this month, IBA proposed a nominal salary revision to 

bank employees and officers, owing to huge losses incurred by them in the last few quarters, bank 

unions said. Wage revision in the banks has been due from November 2017. 

 


